
MUN (Model United Na-
tions) is an innovative educa-

tional program. In this program 

students get the chance of ex-

ploring current world issues. It 

also gives the students literacy, 

life skills and the attitudes neces-

sary for active citizenship. 

 

In such a program, students step 

into shoes of UN Ambassadors 

and debate a range of issues on the UN agenda.  

 

MUN conference provides the opportunity for an authentic 

simulation of the UN in a highly professional setting and the 

chance for delegates (students) to debate with hundreds of stu-

dents from across the country and around the globe. 

The delegation is assigned with a country and they have to re-

search the country and its issues in the world. Later by produc-

ing resolutions the delegation tries to put a solution for the 

problem. They need to cooper-

ate with other countries to do 

this. 

In our school, the program is 

integrated in the club lessons.  

Interested students can apply at 

the beginning of academic year 

and take part in these activities.  

The conference is held in differ-

ent parts of the world. Our 

school has been attending the 

major conference in New York 

City for the last four years. The 

students taking part in this con-

ference get the chance of meet-

ing different students from 

around the world. They also have another chance of evaluating 

their level of English. The 

conference is completely 

formal and the official lan-

guage is English. This way 

they gain a great interna-

tional experience. 

Fourth grade 

students took part in 

the first INGED Dra-

ma Festival on 24th 

of May with their 

English theater.  

Our students won 8 

medals in the festival 

with their successful 

performance. This festi-

val was organized with 

the participation of four 

other schools. Hereby, 

Ekin proudly 

congratulates the 

winning students.  

 

The winning categories 

are summarized as follow:  

-The Best Pronunciation Award  

                            -1st place: Sıla Şara Kazan 

-The Best Shining Star   

  -1st place: Ege Ekmekçi 

-The Best Shining Star  

                             -2nd place: Doğa Elcik 

-The Best Supporting Actor  

                            -2nd place: Emir Karaüzümcüoğlu 

-The Best Leading Actress 

               -3rd place: Selena Yedikardeş 

-The Best Contributing Actress  

              - 3rd place:  Deniz Karabağ 

-The Best Costume 

                - 3rd place 

-The Best Staging   

                -3rd place  

 

 



The Light bulb was invented by Thomas 

Alva Edison in 1879 by improving upon 

existing designs to construct a model 

that could last for about 40 hours. 

Though he is not the first person to con-

ceive the idea of an electric light bulb, 

his work in making the bulb a practical 

invention marks him as a central figure 

in the light bulb development process. 

He not only succeeded in creating a bulb which could 

last for about 1200 hours (1880) but also worked to mar-

ket the bulb as a mass produced commodity; he started 

a number of Electric Companies for research and pro-

duction in this field. 

In 1800 Humphrey Davy managed to make a piece of 

carbon glow by attaching wires and then connecting 

them to a battery, which he had earlier invented. This 

work was carried forward by the English physicist Jo-

seph Swan (1860) and the American scientist Charles 

Brush (1877). 

In 1878 Edison began his work of trying out different 

filaments which could glow for a longer period without 

burning out, finally suc-

ceeding with a carbonized 

cotton filament. He later 

improved it by using a 

bamboo filament in an 

evacuated bulb which 

glowed for 1200 hours; 

later in 1910 William Coolidge came up with the idea of 

using a tungsten filament. 

Do you feel yourself bad when you walk under a ladder or 

do you believe that four-leaf clover brings good luck? If you 

do this it means that you have superstition.  

Superstition is an illogical belief or practice that is not 

based on facts or events. Superstitions are a part of a cul-

ture and can be seen all around the world. You may find 

them almost in every culture. The precise origin of most 

superstitions is unknown but most probably history of su-

perstition is based on Pagan culture. They usually derive 

from local folklore or religion. Most of them are not related 

with any scientific basis, reason and today's religious be-

liefs. 

 

Some of superstitions are considered as good luck, others as 

bad luck. 

These superstitions are believed to bring bad luck or bad 

things will happen: Number 13, a black cat crossing in your 

path, walking under a ladder, broken mirror, opening an 

umbrella in the house or indoors, cutting nails at night etc. 

Some examples of beliefs which bring good luck or good 

things are: Horse-shoe, four-leaf clover, getting out of the 

bed from the right side, if your neighbor or friend brings 

you a dish of food, you shouldn't return it empty, don't 

leave food on your plate otherwise it will cry after you... 

 

Eventually, superstitions are an important part of our lives 

whether we believe in them or not. 

Everyone thinks that bacterias are simple 

creatures. But there is something we forgot, they 

have lived on Earth for five million years, we 

have lived for two thousand years. With  research 

in last fifteen or twenty years, scientists realised 

that bacterias aren’t “asocial” and “selfish” 

creatures, they can talk to each other in a few 

languages, they have a democracy between them, 

also they can “listen” to each other’s 

conversations and can even conspire. This 

correspondance mechanism between the bacteria 

cells is known as Quarium Sensing, QS. In this 

way, bacterias can comminicate, can control their 

cell numbers, can change their physiological and 

pathogenic (making an illness) 

quality. 

Yes, bacterias can talk to each 

other. But nobody knows if they 

are able to learn English.  

In September 2013, TomorrowLand wel-

comed 140,000 visitors from over 75 

countries to the Chattahoochee Hills just 

outside of Atlanta, Georgia. This is the 

world’s most popular electronic music 

festival, held in Belgium each year. TomorrowWorld is a 3-day 

festival (and 5-day camping experience) known for mind-

blowing decor, amazing acts and animation, high-quality camp-

ing, interesting VIP areas and different food. TomorrowWorld 

2013 was the first European festival. And the minimum age is 

21. 

      Performing in eight decoratively designed stages over 3-

days, TomorrowWorld welcomed nearly 300 performers in-

cluding Tiësto, David Guetta, Armin Van Buuren, Afrojack, 

Porter Robinson, Axwell and Sebastian Ingrosso.  

      Tomorrowland won six “Best” awards in 2012 including 

"Best Music Event Worldwide" at the International Dance Mu-

sic Awards (IDMA) (2011 & 2012)) and "Best Major European 

Festival" (2012). Tomorrowland welcomes 180,000 visitors an-

nually from 214 nations making it the largest international 

gathering. 
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The Future Problem 

Solving club will 

take part in the US 

finals in June 2014 

after winning the 

local competitions in 

Turkey. 

The World 

Scholar’s Cup win-

ning team who were 

invited for the 

Global round in 

Singapore. The evet 

took place in Tur-

key first.  

Ekin visiting the buddy school in Berlin. The 

kids had wonderful excursions and activities. 

They were all hosted by the German families.  

(Left) 

The 6th grades took part in the German com-

petition with participation of other schools at 

Sasali zoo, Izmir. (Right) 

The Primary (k4) 

students celebrating the 

Easter Day with fun 

games and activities. 



A person smiles nearly 13 times in a day. 

A person dreams over 1460 times in a year. 

Smelling banana and green apple helps person become 

lighter. 

You can’t fold the paper more than 7 times. 

Everyone has own tongueprint  different from the others’ 

like fingerprints. 

The banknotes (paper money) are made from cotton, not 

from paper. 

Nearly 500 grams of chocolate can kill a small dog by 

harming its hearth and nervous system. 

The only animal which can’t jump is elephant.  

 Ostriches’ eyes are greater than their brains.  

Hippos run faster than humans. 

A man spends nearly 3350 hours for shaving during his life. 

Captain Cook was the first human who landed on all the 

Continents except Antartica. 

The names of the Continents start and end with the same 

letter  (also in Turkish Alphabet ).  

The ants never sleep. 

The flies have got five eyes. 

The butterflies taste with their feet. 

The owl is the only bird which can see “the blue color”. 

Michael Jordan earns more money than all of the workers 

working in the Nike factories earn in a year in 

Malaysia. 
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La Tomatina is a food fight festival held on the last 

Wednesday of August each year in the town of Bunol 

near Valencia in Spain. Thousands of people make 

their way from all corners of the world to fight in this 

'World's Biggest Food Fight' where more than one 

hundred metric tons of tomatoes are thrown in the 

streets.  

The most popular theory about how the Tomatina 

started is that, in 1945, during a parade of the "Little 

Rabbit" some woodland animals were eating all the 

watermelon so, the 

people at the 

parade threw 

tomatoes at the 

animals; one 

missed and hit a 

person. Then, they 

started throwing  

tomatoes and the police had to attack everyone. 

However, there are many other theories. 

Technology’s number 

one Apple’s new pattern iphone 6 will be released soon. Some news says that iphone 6 will 

be released one month earlier, in August and say that Apple will start to produce it at the 

end of June. 

Some news says that Apple made this decision because of Apple’s opponents’ plan which 

is releasing lots of wide-screen smart phones. 

People waiting for iphone 6 have lots of requests like its old products. Some analysts say that 90 million people ordered 

Apple’s new mobile.  

Iphone 6 will have bigger screen than the old ones and it will have A8 processor. Its camera will be 10 megapixel. Iphone 

6’s buttons which arrange volume will be more different from the old ones and its case will be bigger and thinner. 


